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24h
PERMANENT ACCESS TO PRODUCTS
Vending machines operate 24h a day 7 days a week: providing access
to the products: regardless of working hours of the warehouse.

PERSONALIZATION OF COLLECTION LIMITS
Thanks to the possibility of assigning each worker to a dedicated product
limits: the system gives the possibility of full control of PPE releases
depending on the workstation.

FULL RELEASE EVIDENCE
Thanks to the connection of vending machine with data server: system
administrator has immediate access to the distribution data and on-going
quantities of products in the machines in real time. Administrator Panel
allows operator to review and generate a series of reports containing the
data filtered due to the employee or the departments in the company.
System also offers possibility of exporting these data to a spreadsheet or
directly files compatible with accounting programs.

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES

COOPERATION WITH MANY TYPES OF CARDS

PRODUCT SCANNIG SYSTEM

MULTIPLE NETWORK INTERFACES

Product shelves come in four sizes: providing machine capacity from 135
up to 540 products. Dimensions of shelves could be: within a short period
of time: easily rearranged during machines’ operation.

The users’ interface is equipped with a card reader that supports most of all
standard contactless cards available on the market. There is also the
possibility of integration with custom solutions.

The machine can optionally be equipped with an innovative system of drum
scanning to detec new products after loading. This solution reduces to a
minimum charging time.

Depending on the network infrastructure of the building in which the
machine is workong: we can connect it to the data sever by:
- Ethernet
- Wi-Fi
- GSM modem
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D540 DISTRIBUTOR
Thanks to a unique technological solutions the usage of our D540
vending machine solves many problems with distribution of products
such as protective gloves( safety glasses( ear plugs( respirators and
much more for workersC

Full control over the distribution of personal protective equipment
cause a decrease in consumption of these articles even above the
level of 5P8C

The solution offered by us is wholly developed and delivered by our
companyC Thanks to this we are able to offer the possibility
of integration of our system with any other systemsC All the data can
be passed to the application already working at our clientC We also
provide full support during integration( deployment and operation
of our systemC

TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions (mm)
Height
Width
Depth

-9-5
8P5
79P

Capacity (one type shelf)
-4P x -8P mm
-4P x 9P lub 7Px-8P mm

-V5
/7P

Shelf dimensions (mm)
Height
Depth

-8P lub 9P
-4P lub 7P

Other
Operating temperature x°C3
Weight xkg3
Power xWatt3 standby ° -5 ) when distributing ° -5P
Tension xV3 /VP ) -A

5 ° 4P
/PP

7P x 9P mm 54P
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